Minimally Invasive Techniques and Hybrid Operations for Esophageal Cancer
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Introduction
Surgical resection remains an inherent part in the therapy of esophageal cancer. Morbidity and mortality of esophageal resection decreased over the last 10–15 years but still remain substantial, and especially pulmonary complications are frequent and remain a crucial aspect [1–3].

While Birkmeyer et al. [4] reported a 30-day mortality of 21.8% in low-volume centers and of 5.6% in high-volume centers in the USA during the years 1994–1999, current rates are mainly reported to range below 5% [5, 6].

One approach in reducing mortality and morbidity of esophagectomy may be the implementation of minimally invasive techniques that have been shown to be beneficial in short-term outcomes for a variety of operations.

History of Minimally Invasive Esophagectomy
Cuschieri et al. [7] were the first who reported on minimally invasive esophagectomy (MIE) in 5 patients in 1992. In this series the esophagus was mobilized by video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS). This study was followed by a few reports on minimally invasive techniques in esophageal resection. Collard et al. (1993) [8] and McAnena et al. (1994) [9] also reported on thoracoscopic resection while DePaula et al. [10] reported on laparoscopic transtiatal resection in 1995. The clinical results in these early reports were not conclusive, and McAnena et al. [9] concluded at that time that a widespread adoption of this technique could not be recommended.

In 2003, Luketich et al. [11] reported the first large series of MIE and showed an impressively low morbidity and mortality in 222 patients. 30-day mortality and the rate of pneumonia were 1.4 and 7.7% in this series, respectively [11]. The first report on MIE in prone position in a large patient cohort was published by Palanivelu
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et al. [12]. Both 30-day mortality and the rate of pneumonia in 130 patients amounted to 1.54%. Following these promising results, MIE subsequently gained a slowly increasing acceptance.

Methods

The results of MIE are reviewed by performing a literature survey in which current trials, meta-analyses, and reviews were included. The main topics of this review are safety of the procedure, short- as well as long-term outcome, and oncological accuracy.

Technique of Minimally Invasive Esophagectomy

The terminology of MIE is inconsistent. Usually, complete minimally invasive esophagectomies (cMIE) are included either in a thoracoabdominal fashion with a combination of laparoscopy and VATS or by means of transhiatal laparoscopic esophagectomies. Hybrid minimally invasive esophagectomies (HMIE) are also included. In HMIE, either the abdominal or the thoracic part of the operation is performed in a conventional open manner. The different operations subsumed under the term MIE are shown in figure 1.

The frequency of the different approaches was analyzed by Decker et al. [13] in their systematic review from 2009. At that time, transhiatal esophagectomy was performed in 21.8%, cMIE in 30.7%, HMIE with laparotomy and VATS in 37.4%, HMIE with laparoscopy and thoracotomy in 7.4%, and robotic esophagectomy in 2.7% [13].

In cMIE, the thoracic part of the operation may be performed either in left lateral decubitus position or in prone position (table 1). Because the use of VATS in left lateral decubitus position is widespread in thoracic surgery, it is also more often utilized during MIE. The first VATS in prone position in esophagectomy was reported by Cushieri et al. [14] in 1994.

Indication for surgery, the principles of oncological esophagectomy, and the operative extent of lymphadenectomy in MIE follow the same rules as in open esophagectomy (OE) (fig. 2–4). Reconstruction is usually performed by either intrathoracical or cervical esophagogastrectomy.

Results

Short-Term Outcome

Since the publication of the exceptionally low mortality and morbidity rates in 222 patients by Luketich et al. [11, 15] in 2003, cMIE is supposed to be capable of substantially reducing the morbidity of esophagectomy. The same group confirmed their initial result in 1,011 patients in 2012. The 30-day mortality in the later series was 1.68%, and the combined 30-day and in-hospital mortality amounted to 2.8% [11, 15]. Pulmonary complications were reported for empyema (6%) and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in 3%.

The largest series with cMIE in prone position showed similar results. Palanivelu et al. [12] reported a 30-day mortality of 1.54% as well as major complications in 12.3% of the patients. Pneumonia was reported in 1.54%.

The safety of cMIE was additionally proved by a recently published multicenter phase II trial from the USA. In this trial 17 centers performed 104 esophagectomies. 30-day mortality was 2.1%. Pneumonitis and pulmonary infiltrates of grade 3 or higher were reported in 3.8% and ARDS in 5.7% [6].

Meanwhile, several single center reports including retrospective analyses comparing MIE with OE have been published. These publications have been analyzed in two systematic reviews and one meta-analysis [13, 16, 17].

The systematic review by Verhage et al. [16] summarizes the results of ten case-controlled studies. In this review, MIE showed a reduction in blood loss by 45%, a reduction of pulmonary complications by 34%, and a reduction in the overall complication rate by 27%. In this review, the number of retrieved lymph nodes was 23.8 in the minimally invasive group and 20.2 in the open group [16].
In 2010, Nagpal et al. [17] performed a meta-analysis and included twelve studies with a total of 672 patients in the cMIE and HMIE group as well as 612 patients in the OE group. This analysis showed a reduction in blood loss and pulmonary complications for cMIE and HMIE compared to OE. A reduction of stay on the intensive care unit (ICU) and of the length of hospital stay was seen only in cMIE patients but not in HMIE patients. Mortality did not differ between MIE and OE. The operative time was longer for cMIE [17].

To date, there is one prospective randomized multicenter trial in which a total of 115 patients were randomized (59 MIE, 56 OE). cMIE was performed with cervical anastomoses. In this trial, Biere et al. [18] showed a significantly reduced rate of pulmonary infections following cMIE compared to OE (9 vs. 29%, $p = 0.005$), a reduced blood loss (200 vs. 475 ml, $p < 0.001$), and reduced pain during the first 10 days postoperatively ($p = 0.001$). The hospital mortality did not differ (2 vs. 3%) as there were no differences in length of ICU stay and rate of anastomotic leakage. The operation took 30 min longer in the cMIE group ($p = 0.002$). Vocal cord paralysis was less frequent in the cMIE group (2 vs. 14%, $p = 0.012$). The trial included an analysis of the postoperative quality of life. 6 weeks after the operation, cMIE showed an improved postoperative quality of life compared to open surgery in a variety of dimensions [18].

In a population-based study, Mamidanna et al. [5] analyzed 7,502 esophagectomies performed in England between April 2005 and March 2010. In total, MIE amounted to 15.4%. Morbidity and mortality did not differ between OE and MIE, as did length of hospital stay. MIE led to a reduction of 14% of postoperative respira-
Oncological Results

Concerning a correct oncological resection, the number of harvested lymph nodes is often used as a surrogate parameter. The studies comparing the numbers of lymph nodes harvested in MIE compared to OE show that the clearance is at least equal in MIE. In their retrospective analyses, Osugi et al. [19] and Smithers et al. [20] reported an equal number of lymph nodes. Biere et al. [18] confirmed these results in a randomized trial.

In their recent systematic review, Dantoc et al. [21] found an increased number of harvested lymph nodes during MIE compared to OE (16 vs. 10, \( p = 0.025 \)), without relevant differences between cMIE and HMIE.

The completeness of resection was analyzed in the randomized controlled trial from The Netherlands. The rate of R0 resection was 92% in cMIE and 84% in OE [18].

Burdall et al. [22] described a significant reduction of R1 resection in their retrospective analysis in cMIE patients. They found R1 resections amounting to 6.1% in cMIE, 20.3% in HMIE, and 15.6% in OE [22].

In view of long-term results, there has been no comparative study so far that suggested an unfavorable outcome after MIE. In 2003, Osugi et al. [19] reported comparable 3-year survival rates following HMIE and OE in patients which underwent three-field lymphadenectomy. Smithers et al. [20] described comparable 3-year survival rates following two-field esophagectomies. A retrospective analysis from Taiwan found comparable stage-adjusted overall survival rates for both HMIE (VATS and laparotomy) and OE in squamous cell cancer. A trend towards a better disease-free survival after HMIE was shown in a multivariate analysis [23].

In a systematic review, Dantoc et al. [21] described comparable 3-year survival rates but suggested an improved 1-year survival for MIE compared with OE (84.3 vs. 76.9%, \( p = 0.07 \)).

In a population-based analysis of 18,673 esophagectomies performed in England between 1996/1997 and 2007/2008, Lazzarino et al. [24] found a statistical trend towards increased 1-year survival following MIE when compared to OE (odds ratio = 0.68, 95% confidence interval = 0.46–1.01, \( p = 0.058 \)).

MIE versus HMIE

In most reviews and meta-analyses, cMIE and HMIE are subsumed in one MIE group. A comparative analysis between HMIE and OE was published by Briez et al. [25]. Major postoperative pulmonary complications occurred significantly less after HMIE than after OE (15.7 vs. 42.9%, \( p < 0.001 \)) [25].

The randomized controlled trial by Bier et al. [18] described above, the study by Luketich et al. [15] with more than 1,000 patients, and the multicenter trial from the USA [6] reflect the results of cMIE.

Kubo et al. [26] compared the results of 93 cMIE, 42 HMIE, and 74 OE. In this series, HMIE was performed by means of hand-assisted laparoscopy and thoracotomy. This study shows that cMIE led to a significant improvement (\( p < 0.05 \)) compared to OE regarding pulmonary complications, duration of systemic inflammatory response syndrome, and wound complications. cMIE showed a significantly higher occurrence of vocal cord palsy than OE and HMIE. Regarding HMIE the authors found no significant advantages over OE [26].

In a subgroup analysis, the population-based analysis of Mami-danna et al. [5] revealed a higher endoscopic reintervention rate following cMIE than HMIE (16.2 vs. 6.4%, \( p < 0.001 \)).

Palazzo et al. [27] performed a retrospective analysis comparing cMIE (\( n = 104 \)) versus OE combined with HMIE (OE: \( n = 55 \); HMIE: \( n = 13 \); sum-up in OE + HMIE: \( n = 68 \)). This group found a significant reduction of major morbidity in cMIE (19.2 vs. 44.1%, \( p < 0.01 \)), especially due to a reduction in pneumonia (6.7 vs. 20.5%, \( p = 0.01 \)) and respiratory failure (15.4 vs. 30.8%, \( p = 0.03 \)). Minor complications were more frequent in the cMIE group (37.5 vs. 22%, \( p = 0.05 \)). The same analysis showed an improved 5-year survival rate after cMIE compared to OE + HMIE (71.9 vs. 64.3%, \( p < 0.001 \)). The analysis was adjusted for age, sex, total lymph nodes harvested, lymph node ratio, neoadjuvant therapy, and stage and hereupon showed a twofold greater risk of death after OE + HMIE than after cMIE (hazard ratio (HR) 2.00, 95% CI 1.12–3.57, \( p = 0.019 \)) [27].

Burdall et al. [22] have shown in a multivariate analysis that cMIE leads to improved long-term survival when compared to OE (HR 0.5186, \( p = 0.0406 \)). In the same analysis, HMIE did not lead to a significantly improved long-term survival [22].

Learning Curve

There is a learning curve to be found in esophagectomy. Osugi et al. [28] described a reduction of operative time, a decrease in blood loss, an increased number of lymph nodes harvested, and a reduction of pulmonary complications after 34 patients.

Guo et al. [29] described a learning curve of 30 MIE with a significant improvement of operative time, blood loss, and number of retrieved lymph nodes. This group found further improvements in the next 30 patients concerning operative time and blood loss. A reduction of morbidity was found after 60 MIE [29].

Ramage et al. [30] observed a reduction of complications related to the gastric tube after 50 MIE cases.

The learning curve may be distinctly shortened with the help of an experienced instructor during the first cases [31].

Discussion and Conclusion

Since its introduction in 1994 the application of MIE is gradually increasing. Little is known about the regional distribution of MIE. In England, 24.7% of esophagectomies were performed as MIE in 2009, while the rate in Japan was 20% in the same year [5, 32].

The safety and feasibility of MIE has been demonstrated in several single-center studies, in one current multicenter phase II trial, and in a population-based analysis [5, 6, 11, 12, 19].

To date, a number of single-center studies have demonstrated that MIE is associated with several advantages in short-term out-
come known from other minimally invasive procedures. The published advantages include less blood loss, less pain, and less pulmonary morbidity.

These findings were supported by a meta-analysis, a few systematic reviews, and one randomized controlled trial [13, 17, 21]. While one single-center study did not find any reduction in pulmonary complications due to MIE [33], all other studies and the existing meta-analysis demonstrated that MIE leads to a significant reduction in pulmonary complications. The reduction ranged between 14% in the population-based analysis and 65% in a recent single-center analysis [5, 27]. Whether the results of cMIE and HMIE are comparable in terms of pulmonary complications is somehow controversial. The reviews and the meta-analysis contain both techniques and do not list the results of cMIE and HMIE separately. The single-center study by Kubo et al. [26] addressed this question. This group found a significant reduction in the pulmonary complication rate after cMIE but not for HMIE, which included laparoscopy and thoracotomy [26]. In contrast, Briez et al. [25] described a significant reduction of major postoperative pulmonary complications following HMIE compared to OE. Nevertheless, the studies related to cMIE predominate. The large single-center studies by Luketich et al. [15] and Palanivelu et al. [12], the randomized controlled trial by Biere et al. [18], and the current multicenter trial from the USA [6] analyze cMIE patients. The evidence on cMIE is therefore more consistent and distinct than for HMIE.

A reduction of pulmonary complications is crucial in esophagectomy as these are known to be very frequent and to substantially increase the risk of perioperative death [1, 3]. Furthermore, postoperative pneumonia has been shown to have a negative impact on long-term survival following esophagectomy [34, 35].

The reduction of blood loss is another important benefit of MIE because an increased blood loss is associated with a negative influence on oncological outcome.

In colorectal surgery, blood transfusions are correlated with an increased risk of tumor recurrence [36]. In gastric surgery, blood transfusions have been shown to have a negative influence on long-term survival [37]. In esophagectomy, blood transfusions have also been identified as a negative factor regarding long-term survival [38, 39].

Apart from several advantages, cMIE may be associated with an increased risk of the necessity of postoperative endoscopic interventions, as shown by Mamidanna et al. [5] in their population-based study. Other studies, especially the randomized controlled trial from The Netherlands, do not confirm these findings [17, 18, 20]. Nevertheless, this finding is noteworthy and brings the anastomosis even more into awareness while performing MIE.

The number of studies that address the question whether MIE is oncologically adequate is increasing. The rate of R0 resection is comparable between MIE and OE. Burdall et al. even found a lower R1 rate following cMIE [18, 22].

The number of lymph nodes has been repeatedly shown as adequate and comparable between cMIE, HMIE, and OE [18, 21]. Dantoc et al. [21] have stated an increased lymph node yield following cMIE and HMIE when compared to OE.

To date, all studies reporting long-term survival show very comparable results between MIE and OE [20, 23, 40]. The findings of Lazzarino et al. [24] in a population-based analysis suggest a better 1-year survival following MIE than after OE. Dantoc et al. [21] describe the same finding in their review from 2012. The long-term results of the randomized controlled trial from The Netherlands are going to provide more evidence regarding this aspect [18].

Although data are still somewhat limited and heterogeneous, cMIE and HMIE may be judged as safe, with advantages over OE in view of pulmonary complications. The current evidence is large enough for MIE/HMIE being included in the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines in 2012, with an imminence in the forthcoming S3 guidelines in Germany.
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